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  P2P Networking and Applications John Buford,Heather Yu,Eng Keong
Lua,2009-03-11 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks enable users to directly share
digital content (such as audio, video, and text files) as well as real-time
data (such as telephony traffic) with other users without depending on a
central server. Although originally popularized by unlicensed online music
services such as Napster, P2P networking has recently emerged as a viable
multimillion dollar business model for the distribution of information,
telecommunications, and social networking. Written at an accessible level for
any reader familiar with fundamental Internet protocols, the book explains
the conceptual operations and architecture underlying basic P2P systems using
well-known commercial systems as models and also provides the means to
improve upon these models with innovations that will better performance,
security, and flexibility. Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications is thus
both a valuable starting point and an important reference to those
practitioners employed by any of the 200 companies with approximately $400
million invested in this new and lucrative technology. Uses well-known
commercial P2P systems as models, thus demonstrating real-world
applicability. Discusses how current research trends in wireless networking,
high-def content, DRM, etc. will intersect with P2P, allowing readers to
account for future developments in their designs. Provides online access to
the Overlay Weaver P2P emulator, an open-source tool that supports a number
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of peer-to-peer applications with which readers can practice.
  The LaTex Graphics Companion Michel Goossens,S. P. Q. Rahtz,Frank
Mittelbach,1997 Complementing The LaTeX Companion, this new graphics
companion addresses one of the most common needs among users of the LaTeX
typesetting system: the incorporation of graphics into text. It provides the
first full description of the standard LaTeX color and graphics packages, and
shows how you can combine TeX and PostScript capabilities to produce
beautifully illustrated pages. You will learn how to incorporate graphic
files into a LaTeX document, program technical diagrams using several
different languages, and achieve special effects with fragments of embedded
PostScript. Furthermore, you'll find detailed descriptions of important
packages like Xy-pic, PSTricks, and METAPOST; the dvips dvi to PostScript
driver; and Ghostscript.
  EnCase Computer Forensics -- The Official EnCE Steve Bunting,2012-09-14 The
official, Guidance Software-approved book on the newest EnCE exam! The EnCE
exam tests that computer forensic analysts and examiners have thoroughly
mastered computer investigation methodologies, as well as the use of Guidance
Software's EnCase Forensic 7. The only official Guidance-endorsed study guide
on the topic, this book prepares you for the exam with extensive coverage of
all exam topics, real-world scenarios, hands-on exercises, up-to-date legal
information, and sample evidence files, flashcards, and more. Guides readers
through preparation for the newest EnCase Certified Examiner (EnCE) exam
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Prepares candidates for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the exam, as well as for
practical use of the certification Covers identifying and searching hardware
and files systems, handling evidence on the scene, and acquiring digital
evidence using EnCase Forensic 7 Includes hands-on exercises, practice
questions, and up-to-date legal information Sample evidence files, Sybex Test
Engine, electronic flashcards, and more If you're preparing for the new EnCE
exam, this is the study guide you need.
  Progress in Computing, Analytics and Networking Himansu Das,Prasant Kumar
Pattnaik,Siddharth Swarup Rautaray,Kuan-Ching Li,2020-03-26 This book focuses
on new and original research ideas and findings in three broad areas:
computing, analytics, and networking and their potential applications in the
various domains of engineering – an emerging, interdisciplinary area in which
a wide range of theories and methodologies are being investigated and
developed to tackle complex and challenging real-world problems. The book
also features keynote presentations and papers from the International
Conference on Computing Analytics and Networking (ICCAN 2019), which offers
an open forum for scientists, researchers and technocrats in academia and
industry from around the globe to present and share state-of-the-art
concepts, prototypes, and innovative research ideas in diverse fields.
Providing inspiration for postgraduate students and young researchers working
in the field of computer science & engineering, the book also discusses
hardware technologies and future communication technologies, making it useful
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for those in the field of electronics.
  Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Engineering Hasmat
Malik,Smriti Srivastava,Yog Raj Sood,Aamir Ahmad,2018-09-18 The book is a
collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed innovative research papers from the
International Conference on Signals, Machines and Automation (SIGMA 2018)
held at Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology (NSIT), Delhi, India. The
conference offered researchers from academic and industry the opportunity to
present their original work and exchange ideas, information, techniques and
applications in the field of computational intelligence, artificial
intelligence and machine intelligence. The book is divided into two volumes
discussing a wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientific
applications of the emerging techniques.
  The Americana Frederick Converse Beach,George Edwin Rines,1908
  The Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial Gazette ,1900
  Shape Classification and Analysis Luciano da Fona Costa,Roberto Marcond
Cesar, Jr.,2018-10-03 Because the properties of objects are largely
determined by their geometric features, shape analysis and classification are
essential to almost every applied scientific and technological area. A
detailed understanding of the geometrical features of real-world entities
(e.g., molecules, organs, materials and components) can provide important
clues about their origin and function. When properly and carefully applied,
shape analysis offers an exceedingly rich potential to yield useful
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applications in diverse areas ranging from material sciences to biology and
neuroscience. Get Access to the Authors’ Own Cutting-Edge Open-Source
Software Projects—and Then Actually Contribute to Them Yourself! The authors
of Shape Analysis and Classification: Theory and Practice, Second Edition
have improved the bestselling first edition by updating the tremendous
progress in the field. This exceptionally accessible book presents the most
advanced imaging techniques used for analyzing general biological shapes,
such as those of cells, tissues, organs, and organisms. It implements
numerous corrections and improvements—many of which were suggested by readers
of the first edition—to optimize understanding and create what can truly be
called an interactive learning experience. New Material in This Second
Edition Addresses Graph and complex networks Dimensionality reduction
Structural pattern recognition Shape representation using graphs Graphically
reformulated, this edition updates equations, figures, and references, as
well as slides that will be useful in related courses and general discussion.
Like the popular first edition, this text is applicable to many fields and
certain to become a favored addition to any library. Visit
http://www.vision.ime.usp.br/~cesar/shape/ for Useful Software, Databases,
and Videos
  Install & Configure Software ,2005 Install and Configure Software provides
a practical introduction to the installation and configuration of software
through the use of Microsoft Windows XP and Linux operating systems. The book
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clearly explains basic concepts and covers a wide range of topics from
licensing issues, editing the registry, hard disk preparation, unattended
installation, batch files and bulk deployment, through to security plans and
software/hardware auditing ... -- Back cover.
  E-commerce Kenneth C. Laudon,Carol Guercio Traver,2016 For undergraduate
and graduate courses in business. Understanding The Vast And Expanding Field
of E-Commerce Laudon's E-Commerce 2016: Business, Technology, Society
emphasizes three driving forces behind the expanding field of e-commerce:
technology change, business development, and social issues. A conceptual
framework uses the templates of many modern-day companies to further
demonstrate the differences and complexities in e-commerce today. An in-depth
investigation of companies such as Uber, Pinterest, and Apple kick-off the
course while preparing students for real-life scenarios. In the Twelfth
Edition, Laudon and Traver add new or update existing case studies to match
developments in the e-commerce field as they exist in today's tech world.
They built in additional video cases for each chapter, making the material
even more accessible to students as they prepare for their future roles in
business.
  The LaTeX Companion Frank Mittelbach,Michel Goossens,Johannes Braams,David
Carlisle,Chris Rowley,Christine Detig,Joachim Schrod,2004 Provides
information on the tools and techniques to transform LaTeX sources into Web
formats for electronic publication and to transform Web sources into LaTeX
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documents for optimal printing.
  Prominin-1 (CD133): New Insights on Stem & Cancer Stem Cell Biology Denis
Corbeil,2012-11-19 Prominin-1 or otherwise known as CD133 is a
glycoprotein that is present in humans and mice. Since the first description
of prominin in 1997, in mouse neuroepithelial cells and in human
hematopoietic stem cells as AC133 antigen, this molecule has aroused a large
interest especially, as a stem cell marker, that gave rise to an ever growing
body of publications and more recently its expression in cancer stem cells.
Controversies as to its role as a cancer stem and its detection in different
models, as well as its use as a prognostic marker have emerged. Yet, beyond
its use as a stem cell and cancer stem cell marker, prominin-1/CD133 displays
unique biological features and appears of importance in other processes like
for example in retinal biogenesis. Indeed, this five-transmembrane plasma
membrane glycoprotein, which marks membrane protrusions is associated with
several essential processes like cell polarity, asymmetric cell division and
membrane remodeling. We propose to review current knowledge about this
intriguing molecule and present pertinent information to determine the
biological role of prominins and assess their importance in medicine and
cancer research. The primary audience for this book is geared towards
scientists and researchers with interest in cancer stem cells, stem cells,
cell biology, neurobiology, and regenerative medicine.
  End-to-end Qos Network Design Tim Szigeti,Christina Hattingh,2005 Best-
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practice QoS designs for protecting voice, video, and critical data while
mitigating network denial-of-service attacks Understand the service-level
requirements of voice, video, and data applications Examine strategic QoS
best practices, including Scavenger-class QoS tactics for DoS/worm mitigation
Learn about QoS tools and the various interdependencies and caveats of these
tools that can impact design considerations Learn how to protect voice,
video, and data traffic using various QoS mechanisms Evaluate design
recommendations for protecting voice, video, and multiple classes of data
while mitigating DoS/worm attacks for the following network infrastructure
architectures: campus LAN, private WAN, MPLS VPN, and IPSec VPN Quality of
Service (QoS) has already proven itself as the enabling technology for the
convergence of voice, video, and data networks. As business needs evolve, so
do the demands for QoS. The need to protect critical applications via QoS
mechanisms in business networks has escalated over the past few years,
primarily due to the increased frequency and sophistication of denial-of-
service (DoS) and worm attacks. End-to-End QoS Network Design is a detailed
handbook for planning and deploying QoS solutions to address current business
needs. This book goes beyond discussing available QoS technologies and
considers detailed design examples that illustrate where, when, and how to
deploy various QoS features to provide validated and tested solutions for
voice, video, and critical data over the LAN, WAN, and VPN. The book starts
with a brief background of network infrastructure evolution and the
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subsequent need for QoS. It then goes on to cover the various QoS features
and tools currently available and comments on their evolution and direction.
The QoS requirements of voice, interactive and streaming video, and multiple
classes of data applications are presented, along with an overview of the
nature and effects of various types of DoS and worm attacks. QoS best-
practice design principles are introduced to show how QoS mechanisms can be
strategically deployed end-to-end to address application requirements while
mitigating network attacks. The next section focuses on how these strategic
design principles are applied to campus LAN QoS design. Considerations and
detailed design recommendations specific to the access, distribution, and
core layers of an enterprise campus network are presented. Private WAN QoS
design is discussed in the following section, where WAN-specific
considerations and detailed QoS designs are presented for leased-lines, Frame
Relay, ATM, ATM-to-FR Service Interworking, and ISDN networks. Branch-
specific designs include Cisco® SAFE recommendations for using Network-Based
Application Recognition (NBAR) for known-worm identification and policing.
The final section covers Layer 3 VPN QoS design-for both MPLS and IPSec VPNs.
As businesses are migrating to VPNs to meet their wide-area networking needs
at lower costs, considerations specific to these topologies are required to
be reflected in their customer-edge QoS designs. MPLS VPN QoS design is
examined from both the enterprise and service provider's perspectives.
Additionally, IPSec VPN QoS designs cover site-to-site and teleworker
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contexts. Whether you are looking for an introduction to QoS principles and
practices or a QoS planning and deployment guide, this book provides you with
the expert advice you need to design and implement comprehensive QoS
solutions.
  Ubiquitous and Mobile Learning in the Digital Age Demetrios G.
Sampson,Pedro Isaias,Dirk Ifenthaler,J. Michael Spector,2012-12-13 This
edited volume with selected expanded papers from CELDA (Cognition and
Exploratory Learning in the Digital Age) 2011 (http://www.celda-‐conf.org/)
will focus on Ubiquitous and Mobile Informal and Formal Learning in the
Digital Age, with sub-topics: Mobile and Ubiquitous Informal and Formal
Learning Environments (Part I), Social Web Technologies for new knowledge
representation, retrieval, creation and sharing in Informal and Formal
Educational Settings (Part II), Virtual Worlds and Game-‐based Informal and
Formal Learning (Part III), Location-‐based and Context-‐ Aware Environments
for Formal and Informal Learning Integration (Part IV) There will be
approximately twenty chapters selected for this edited volume from among
peer-‐reviewed papers presented at the CELDA (Cognition and Exploratory
Learning in the Digital Age) 2011 Conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in
November, 2011.
  The Ecological Approach To Visual Perception James J. Gibson,2013-05-13
This is a book about how we see: the environment around us (its surfaces,
their layout, and their colors and textures); where we are in the
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environment; whether or not we are moving and, if we are, where we are going;
what things are good for; how to do things (to thread a needle or drive an
automobile); or why things look as they do. The basic assumption is that
vision depends on the eye which is connected to the brain. The author
suggests that natural vision depends on the eyes in the head on a body
supported by the ground, the brain being only the central organ of a complete
visual system. When no constraints are put on the visual system, people look
around, walk up to something interesting and move around it so as to see it
from all sides, and go from one vista to another. That is natural vision --
and what this book is about.
  E-Commerce 2014 Kenneth C. Laudon,Carol Guercio Traver,2016-02-23 This is
the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. This
comprehensive, market-leading text emphasizes the three major driving forces
behind e-commerce—technology change, business development, and social
issues—to provide a coherent conceptual framework for understanding the
field.
  The LaTex Web Companion Michel Goossens,S. P. Q. Rahtz,Sebastian Rahtz,1999
Índice abreviado: 1.The Web, its documents, and LaTeX 2. Portable document
format 3. The LaTeX2HTML translator 4. Translating LaTeX to HTML using
TEXT4ht 5. Direct display of LaTeX on the Web 6. HTML, SGML, and XML: three
markup languages 7. CSS, DSSSL, and XSL: doing it with style 8. MathML,
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intelligent math markup A. Example files B. Technical appendixes C.
Internalization issues.
  Cinema, TV and Radio in the EU European Commission,2003 This publication
(previously published under the title Statistics on audiovisual services)
provides a range of statistical data for the audiovisual sector for 32
countries, covering the years 1980 to 2002 (for the 15 EU member states, 12
Candidate countries (not including Turkey), the EFTA countries of Iceland,
Norway and Switzerland, and also for the United States and Japan). Chapters
cover: an overview of the audiovisual market; structural business statistics
on audiovisual services; and markets in cinema, DVD and video, TV
broadcasting, sound recordings, radio, and video games. In 2001, EU citizens
spent 98 billion euro on audiovisual services, an increase of 6.5 per cent on
the previous year.
  E-commerce Kenneth C. Laudon,Carol Guercio Traver,2008 For the
undergraduate and graduate e-commerce course in any business discipline. This
comprehensive, market-leading text emphasizes the three major driving forces
behind e-commerce to provide a coherent conceptual framework for
understanding the field: technology change, business development, and social
issues.
  PostScript Language Program Design Glenn C. Reid,Adobe Systems,1988 The
PostScript language has become the industry standard for printing high-
quality graphics and text. This powerful language has the ability to describe
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efficiently the appearance of text, images, and graphics on a printed page.
The PostScript language is currently incorporated into over 30 different
products, including phototypesetters and high-speed laser printers from many
well-known computer systems vendors.
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